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paper or black HB pencil.
3. Students should note, no suppleme
4. All questions are compulsory.
5. Figures to the right indicate full mar

SE

1. Answer any five,

a) Define percolation write its advanta

b) Write the phytochemical tests for id

c) Enlist modes of extraction of Resin

d) Write Biological source and uses of TSSBalsam.

e) Write chemical tests for Oetection.fiE'iavonoids.
s'

lnstructions to Candidates :

1. Do not write anything on question paper except Seat No. 
^-x2. Graph or diagram should be drawn with the black ink pen being used fof\Xriting

f) Write Biological source and us&"ot sitt.sf
s) Enlist the modern methol(p* ertrr"tion.

Nr-2. Answer any four.
"Nv'a) What is extractigfl Explain basic principle of extraction. Add note on choice of

solvent.

bss
b) Write Biolog'ilHl source, Chemical constituents and uses of Benzoin and

20

colophogy.
S-'c) WdtfiPlological source, Chemical constituents and us.es of wool and cotton.

and chemical properties of resins. Give
amples.
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ction.
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103. Answer any one.

a) What do you mean by super Critical fluid extraction? Write in detail about
principle, construction, working and application of SCF extraction.

b) Explain in detail pharmacognosy of Turmeric.
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4. Answer any five.

a) Write Biological source and uses of Dill.

b) Draw structure of catechin.

c) Write preparation of Gelatio

d) Write about Goldbeater's ski

e) Give substitutes and adulter

f) Write uses of Kaolin.

S) Give Biological source and

5. Answer any four.

a) Define Tannins. Give physic

"""$
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b) Give Biological source, Chemic"t 
"qr$,"nt", 

preparation and uses of
Eucalyptus oil. .D(Y

nder and Nutmeg.

d analysis of tannins.

10

a) What q$volatile oils? Explain physicat, chemical properties and methods of
extraclibn of volatile oils. Glve classlfication of volatile oils with examples.
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